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Digital transformation is the destiny of mobile service providers. For most mobile service providers, 
digital transformation is essential to fulfilling their strategic business goals and powering long-term 
competitiveness.  Digital transformation consists of new investment in and rearrangement of business 
models, technical capabilities, and processes to generate new value for customers, partners, and 
workforces in order to adapt to the demands and complexities of the fast-expanding digital economy. 

At least 75% of service providers have already prioritized implementing digital transformation across 
their entire organization as critically important. Recent history shows that service provider attempts 
to execute digital transformation only across parts of the organization or in a piecemeal fashion 
ended in failure. For example, telecoms.com reported a 70% failure rate for telco transformation 
projects. Without a comprehensive strategy, digital transformation becomes exceedingly difficult if 
not impossible.

Clearly replacing and upgrading legacy OSS/BSS systems is complex. In 2019, the majority of all 
service providers are less than 40% along their OSS/BSS transformation process. As a result, they 
must carefully select the digital transformation journey that provides the most sensible approach to 
replacing and upgrading legacy systems in order to avoid failure and disruption.  For mobile service 
providers, digital transformation is key to fulfilling their core business objectives which include:

• Deliver a digital BSS applying a modular, API-driven approach which service providers can use
to select which platform components they require and add new solutions as needed to ease
digital transformation.

• Use in-house and partner microservices libraries to accelerate the launch and upgrade of
digital and 5G-IoT offers, including fixed wireless access, massive IoT, and critical IoT services.

• Expand collaboration with key partners in using DevOps-based agile software development to
enable the continuous development and integration of digital services.

• Extend automation across digital operations and business processes such as fulfillment,
assurance, and billing functions.

• Implement end-to-end orchestration and control over hybrid physical and virtual network
environments, including cloud, SDN/NFV, and microservices capabilities.

• Adopt converged revenue management systems to improve the flexibility and accuracy of
digital services monetization by using new systems that integrate billing, mediation, online
charging system, and policy control domains to eliminate legacy billing silos and deliver real-
time, on-demand billing.

• Offer personalized engagements with relevant, real-time offers to boost contextual marketing
outcomes and efficiency.

The Digital Transformation Journey: Five Key Distinct 
Approaches
Mobile service providers must select among five fundamental approaches in order to plan and 
execute their digital transformation journey:

1. Big Bang Approach
2. Greenfield Approach
3. Add-on Systems Approach (Adjunct)
4. Phased Systems Approach (Incremental)
5. DevOps-enabled Collaboration (Microservices)
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Before committing to a digital transformation journey, service providers must evaluate the pros and 
cons of each approach. The stakes are immense since choosing the wrong approach can set back 
digital transformation by years. By 2022, mobile service providers are forecasting that over 40% of 
their revenues will come from digital services. As a result, service providers must adopt the 
approach that avoids setting them back years and missing out on vital digital revenue streams.   

Big Bang Approach

The Big Bang approach involves swapping out legacy systems for digital systems in one large project.

PROS:
• Through faster adoption of new digital systems, big bang adopters gain a time to market

advantage in launching new services.
• In addition, big bang adopters avoid the complexity and cost of maintaining legacy systems.
• Gain rapid business benefits and differentiation against slower moving rivals.

CONS:
• Recent history confirms vast majority of big bang projects end in failure.
• Big bang requires service providers to overhaul organization, including operations and

business processes, risking massive disruption.
• Requires substantial upfront investment that is difficult to recoup in the event of breakdown

in replacing legacy systems.

Greenfield Approach

The Greenfield approach entails adding new digital systems to support new lines of business such as 
second brands and IoT.

PROS:
• Allows rapid targeting of new lines of business that demand urgent business priority.
• Avoids need to overhaul or substantially modify legacy systems.
• Minimizes barriers such as cultural and organization resistance to accelerating digital services

launch.

CONS:
• Increases investment risk since targeting new lines of business have limited use case

validation.
• Retraining of existing personnel and/or recruiting personnel expert in new targeted business

areas boosts costs.
• Expands risk of fragmenting organizational focus from main lines of business including

mission creep in warranting investment in new lines of business.
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Add-on Systems Approach

The Add-on Systems approach involves adding new digital systems as an overlay or adjunct to an 
existing system and phase out legacy over time. 

PROS:
•	 Enables service providers to protect investments in existing systems.
•	 Minimizes risk in starting new digital projects by using adjunct solutions to augment existing 

systems and avoid risky cutovers or relying too heavily on unproven solutions.
•	 Reduces barriers such as cultural and organization resistance in driving digital transformation.

CONS:
•	 Introduces complexity into network and operations as both legacy network and overlay 

systems can require distinct management and service support demands. 
•	 Implementation of overlay digital system incurs risk of diluting resources, including personnel 

and inventory, from existing systems. 
•	 Expands risk of fragmenting organizational focus from main lines of business including mission 

creep to maintain investment warrant in new line of business. 

Phased Systems Approach

The Phased Systems approach uses step-by-step processes to replace legacy solutions with digital 
solutions. 

PROS:
•	 Avoids prematurely shutting down legacy systems when they still economically deliver 

revenue generating services.
•	 Allows personnel more time to design and deliver new digital services such as implementing 

new 5G policy control systems as incremental adjuncts to existing BSS as prelude to phasing 
out legacy BSS functions.

•	 Provides sales and marketing teams more latitude to develop and launch new digital 
marketing campaigns that are more precise and contextual.

CONS:
•	 Introduces complexity into network and operations as replacing legacy solution and phasing 

in new digital solution involves allocating resources across legacy-to-digital cutover.  
•	 Increases risk in delaying launch of new services due to commitment of resources in 

maintaining legacy systems. 
•	 Dilutes organizational focus from organization-wide commitment to digital transformation. 
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DevOps-enabled Collaboration Approach

The DevOps approach enables collaboration with partners in applying continuous integration/
continuous delivery (CI/CD) principles to deliver new applications based on microservices. 

PROS:
•	 Empowers independent deployment of mirocservices-based applications that are 

automatically testable and maintainable using resources distributed across multi-cloud 
architectures. 

•	 Enables use of open APIs and vendor agnosticism that eases rapid integration of partners and 
experimentation with new business models.  

•	 Integral to reducing organizational development barriers and boosting usability, openness, 
elasticity, and continuous upgrade of digital services such as emerging 5G-IoT applications.

CONS:
•	 Depends on a consistent environment to drive innovation which can be difficult to implement 

in the early stages of collaboration. 
•	 Increases reliance on partners and third parties in delivering reliable, high quality digital 

services.   
•	 Establishing reliable software lifecycle management is challenging due to factors such as 

shortened software delivery cycles and orchestrating an expanded array of development 
inputs and resources.  

Beware the Big Bang Fizzle
Big Bang, Big Hangover
In assessing the pros and cons of the Big Bang approach, the key takeaway is to avoid it. The failure 
rate is the highest of the four approaches and includes a wide spectrum of recent high-profile 
implosions. Service providers must avoid the temptation of the quick fix the big bang seemingly 
offers in fast tracking digital transformation. This includes minimizing the false hope of achieving an 
insurmountable time to market lead over rivals in delivering digital services. The cons immensely 
outweigh the pros.

And the Winners Are…
The Virtues of Phasing

The Phased Systems approach comes out one of the four winners upon reviewing the pros and 
cons of each approach. Through the phased systems approach, mobile service providers are able to 
select smaller, faster projects that meet immediate business needs. This allows them to accelerate 
BSS renovation and jump start digital transformation journeys by focusing on their most immediate 
business needs to gain first-hand digital operations experience. An example of this is implementing a 
real-time charging system as an adjunct to a legacy billing system, or a 5G policy control system to a 
legacy policy management system. This approach can also be used to replace legacy or end of life BSS 
solutions. Subsequently, operators can use this digital knowledge to transform broader parts of their 
network. By cultivating the benefits of gaining valuable digital experience, service providers offset the 
complexity and resource allocation concerns related to managing dual legacy and new digital systems. 
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Adding on Adds up to Transformation Rewards

The Add-on approach allows service providers to add adjunct solutions to their existing systems in 
order to start new digital projects with minimal risk. Implementing adjunct solutions substantially 
reduces time to market for new offer creation by avoiding complex, costly upgrades to legacy 
systems. By driving take up of new digital and content packages, service innovation and revenues 
increase. Such innovations include content based pricing which delivers low cost pricing per video 
to remove barriers to usage, and add-on bundles that enable customers to add content services to 
existing bundles. Additional business value benefits include reductions in customer care calls and 
operational expenditure costs. The overall benefits significantly outweigh concerns such as taking 
on an expanded supplier list or extending support to a new adjunct solution. In other words, service 
providers must use add-on techniques to augment and ultimately transform their legacy systems or 
endure revenue shrinkage and competitive irrelevance. 

Green is a Wonderful Approach and Color when Possible

Using the greenfield approach enables service providers to pursue a parallel BSS strategy, whereby 
they set up a separate business that is run using a digital first strategy, such as a second brand or an 
MVNO, or even a separate enterprise business. For service providers, this entails adopting an end-
to-end digital OSS/ BSS stack comprising core digital BSS products as well as complimentary products 
from additional supplier partners. This approach can also be used as ‘second stack’ approach, where 
the operator installs a digital first BSS stack and runs all digital services through it. Additionally, pre-
integrated digital BSS implementations take advantage of pre-defined use cases, open APIs and 
open source-based interoperability with all component systems which are key to accelerating digital 
BSS transformation. The approach is popular since greenfield installations save time and money by 
avoiding the need to migrate existing workloads. Plus greenfield deployments can diversify revenue 
streams and boost brand awareness with new audiences. Such benefits counter the concerns related 
to pursuing new lines of business with limited to no use case validation.

The Major Benefits of DevOps-fueled Microservices

The DevOps approach spurs service providers to collaborate with partners in using their microservices 
libraries and agile software development techniques to innovate digital BSS development, typically 
targeted at larger customers. This involves valued suppliers working in tandem with the service 
provider’s development team to provide BSS functional projects using sprint-based deliveries that can 
take less than two months in order to quickly deliver value. Through agility and accelerated delivery, 
software changes reach production more frequently generating more opportunities for customers to 
provide feedback on their experience. The approach overcome concerns related to quickly fostering 
stable, consistent software development in a more complex collaboration environment by using CI/
CD practices to enable automated testing and maintenance of components and resources. Moreover, 
DevOps-enabled collaboration reduces cultural and organizational barriers by removing silos between 
engineering, marketing, and financial units. Where collaborative development is not an option for 
operators, they can deploy individual microservices to quickly solve a business issue without going 
down the joint development road.
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Key Takeaways:
Mobile service providers must adopt the digital transformation approach that especially leverage 
digital BSS capabilities and deliver breakthrough results in production environments.  This includes 
using a supplier that displays leadership in building a microservices library that particularly meets 
emerging 5G-IoT environments. 

Based on the Pros and Cons Analysis of the five major digital transformation approaches, key supplier 
solution criteria and evaluation must include:

•	 Microservices Leadership: By developing a library of DevOps-enabled microservices ahead 
of most competitors, the supplier gains an early foothold in using DevOps to co-develop 
solutions with customers that use their microservices as a foundation. 

•	 Digital Engagement: Through delivering personalized engagements with relevant, real-time 
offers, the supplier boosts operator contextual marketing outcomes and efficiency.

•	 Reduce Time to Market: Delivering unified catalogs enables service providers to speed up 
production and rapidly increase, build and amend service offers which are essential to driving 
a successful digital strategy.

•	 5G-IoT Readiness: Must support a wide variety of emerging 5G use cases, including fixed 
wireless access, enterprise IoT, and consumer IoT, key to validating portfolio network slicing 
and microservices delivery capabilities. 

•	 Monetization of Digital Services: By providing  adjuncts such as Evolved Charging Systems to 
legacy BSS, the supplier reduces the complexity of the traditional BSS engagement, enabling 
solutions that are focused on generating revenues from data and new services such as digital 
content, cloud-based gaming, and Industrial IoT.

•	 Boost New Players: The supplier poised for long-term success and differentiation makes early 
inroads in meeting the digital demands of new digital-first operators, second brands and 
MVNOs that are running with cloud-based, end-to-end digital BSS solutions using pay as you 
grow SaaS models. 

•	 Digital Agility: As major operators invest heavily in multi-year BSS transformation, the 
Digital BSS must fulfill the service provider’s near-term demand to boost overall operational 
efficiency and use agile digital platforms that deliver digital readiness by rapidly adjuncting or 
replacing legacy BSS.  

•	 API-driven Model: Deliver a Digital BSS using a modular, API-driven model that enables 
operators to select which platform components they require and add new solutions as 
needed to ease digital transformation. 
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About GlobalData
GlobalData is the leading data & analytics company who, for over 40 years, has been helping over 
4,000 organizations worldwide to make better and more timely decisions. The GlobalData mission 
is to help our clients to decode the future, enabling them to be more successful and innovative. 
Our aim is to provide our clients with innovative solutions to complex issues delivered via a single 
online platform, which leverages our unique data and expert analysis across multiple markets and 
geographies. We help our clients with their strategic planning, market intelligence, innovation & 
new product development and sales & channel management, together with insight into latest 
developments in their markets and views of leading opinion formers. Within each industry sector our 
proprietary data, human insight, and innovative technologies create trusted, actionable, and forward-
looking intelligence. Our content and expert insights are tailored to serving our clients’ major value 
creating activities and become embedded into key workflows and decision making processes. 

Within our Technology unit, we cover the entire spectrum of the IT and Telecom technology and 
services value chain – from IT and Telecom vendors, service providers, channel partners and 
enterprises across key industries, to consumers and the trends and insights influencing their 
decisions across the globe. With in-depth analysis, exclusive news, and highly detailed databases 
at your fingertips, we give you complete 360° insight into the Technology & Telecom Industry. We 
have decades of experience in being the trusted, gold standard intelligence provider to leading IT 
and Telecom vendors, service providers, and channel partners, helping them to make faster, more-
informed decisions.

For further information, visit www.globaldata.com.

About Openet
 
Openet provides Digital BSS to enable service providers to create new revenues from digital services, 
improve customer engagement and be ready for the opportunities from 5G. Our solutions enable 
service providers to be more agile, innovative and enjoy a faster time to value.

From monetising content and data services over 4G to enabling innovative enterprise IoT offers 
over 5G, Openet’s Digital BSS offers a fast and agile alternative to the large legacy companies whose 
track record of over-charging and under delivering has resulted in high failure rates of large scale 
transformation projects. 

Since its foundation in 1999, Openet has been at the forefront of telecoms software development and 
innovation. Our success is personified by the many long-term relationships it has fostered with the 
largest, most progressive, and demanding operators across the globe. 

For further information, visit www.openet.com.
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